LIVING IN THE NOW

LAZY EVENT SOURCING
REACT TO OBSERVATIONS
HARD TO ARGUE WITH FACTS
EVENT SOURCING
REPLAYS
YOUR FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMS ARE IMPERATIVE PUMPKINS
EVENT ≠ MESSAGE
EVENTHANDLER
EVENT IS A CATEGORY
\[ f(e) = (i_e; i_e; i_e) \]
FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES
CustomerPickedAnItem
(customer, item, quantity, timestamp)

Index on:
ID, CUSTOMER, ITEM, QTY, TIMESTAMP

Find all CustomerPickedAnItem where:

CUSTOMER = <CustomerID> AND ID NOT IN CustomerCheckedOut.PICKED_ITEM_ID
DOMAIN MODEL: A SET OF INDEX QUERIES
INEXPENSIVE CHANGES
PLURAL WORLD VIEWS
GRAPHQL: QUERY ONLY WHAT YOU NEED
EMBRACING LAZINESS
READ-SIDE VALIDATIONS
DIY EVENT SOURCING

NOT PRACTICAL
1. JOURNAL
2. INDEXING
3. PROFIT!
SHARED MICROLANGLUAGES
EVENTSOURCING
PROJECT
RFC EFFORT
PRODUCTIVE
WELCOMING
CHECK OUT
BLOG.EVENTSOURCING.COM

PLAY WITH
FOODSOURCING EXAMPLE

MEET OTHERS
GITTER CHAT ROOM